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STATEMENTSTATEMENTSTATEMENTSTATEMENTOFOFOFOFFACTSFACTSFACTSFACTS

1. The Claimant, Freedonia Petroleum LLC ("Freedonia Petroleum"), is an

international energy company incorporated in Freedonia1 and plays a leading role

in the exploration and production of crude oil around the world2. As other

majority shareholders have done under Freedonian company law, the Freedonian

Government only pursues its interest in Freedonia Petroleum3.

2. The Respondent, the Government of Sylvania, signed a Bilateral Investment

Treaty ("the BIT") with the Freedonian Government on 30 June, 19944.

3. On 31 January 2007, Sylvanian Government issued an international tender for oil

exploration in Medanos field in the territorial waters of the Republic of Sylvania5,

but it set up a pre-condition for international investors to participate in the

bidding process: they were required to incorporated a wholly-owned subsidiary in

Sylvania6.

4. On 1 February 2007, the Claimant incorporated Freedonia Petroleum S.A ("FPS")

as its wholly-owned subsidiary in Sylvania7, and FPS entered into the Medanos

License Agreement ("the Agreement") with the Sylvanian Government on 24

March 20078, thus the Claimant was formally authorized to own a 5-year oil

exploration and drilling license.

5. The Agreement imposed a safety obligation to FPS. It also provides that the

1 Clarification 61
2 Uncontested Facts, ¶1
3 Clarification 34
4 Annex of the BIT
5 Uncontested Facts, ¶3
6 Uncontested Facts, ¶2
7 Uncontested Facts, ¶3
8 Uncontested Facts, ¶4
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Sylvanian Government shall take all necessary measures to protect the rights of

FPS, and any modification of the terms and conditions of the Agreement may

only be made by mutual written consent of the parties. The Agreement has the

force of law9.

6. On 9 June 2009, a explosion occurred at the oil wells operated by FPS and caused

the oil spill10. Immediately, FPS independently mobilized an emergency response

team to work on plugging the wells and to address environmental damage11.

Finally, it managed the stopping and plugging work by itself12.

7. On 24 July 2009, a confidential report by the Government of Sylvania was leaked

to its leading local newspaper La Reforma, which carried a risk of incorrect

impressions to the public13.

8. Under this impression, the Sylvanian Congress amended the Oil Polluted Act (the

"OPA") which set out several new safety obligations14. And on 29 January 2010,

the Sylvanian Government asked FPS to comply with the new imposed

obligations under the OPA amendment within 60 days15. Thirteen days later, FPS

sought declaratory relief from the Sylvanian court to effect the Agreement16.

9. On 26 February, 2010, the Sylvanian Government ordered FPS to pay SD

150,000,000 as a fine for the alleged breach of new safety obligations but FPS

contended that it had complied with all applicable obligations and refused to pay

the imposed fine. On 26 February, FPS commenced administrative proceeding

before the Sylvanian Ministry of Energy, by asserting its rights and obligations

9 Uncontested Facts, ¶6
10 Uncontested Facts, ¶7
11 Clarification 50
12 Clarification 49
13 Uncontested Facts, ¶9
14 Uncontested Facts, ¶11
15 Uncontested Facts, ¶15
16 Uncontested Facts, ¶16
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under the Agreement17.

10. The Ministry of Energy rejected FPS's request18. On 10 August 2010, Sylvania

adopted a new law and created the National Petroleum Company of Syvania

("NPCS")19. As the only shareholder of NPCS, the Government appointed the

Board of Director of NPCS20.

11. On 29 November 2010, management and operating teams was sent by the

Sylvanian Government to take over the premises of the oil wells21, and all

members of the teams were NPCS personnel22. This taking was conducted

without any official or unofficial notification23, and left FPS and its personnel to

have no choice to surrender the oil wells24.

12. Freedonia employed diplomatic negotiations with Sylvania, but "the Republic of

Sylvania unreasonable demands made any settlement impossible"25.On 23

December 2010, Freedonia Petroleum and FPS sent a written communication to

Republic of Sylvania to claim that its taking breached the BIT, and showed the

willingness to resort to international arbitration under the resolution provision of

the BIT. But the Sylvania made no constructive response26.

13. On 23 March 2011, Freedonia Petroleum filed a request for arbitration before the

International Chamber of Commerce ("ICC") against the Respondent's violation

of the BIT. And even at this stage, FPS's claim for declaratory relief was still

pending27.

17 Uncontested Facts, ¶17
18 Uncontested Facts, ¶18
19 Uncontested Facts, ¶19
20 Clarification 11
21 Uncontested Facts, ¶23
22 Clarification 2
23 Clarification 90
24 Clarification 32
25 Uncontested Facts, ¶24
26 Uncontested Facts, ¶25
27 Uncontested Facts, ¶26
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SUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARYOFOFOFOFARGUMENTARGUMENTARGUMENTARGUMENT

JURISDICTIONJURISDICTIONJURISDICTIONJURISDICTION

14. This Tribunal has the jurisdiction over the dispute as this dispute involves

qualified investment, an eligible investors and the consent of the two parties

under Freedonia-Sylvania BIT. Firstly, this dispute involves an investment held

by the Claimant. Secondly, That the Claimant is owned by the state will not

exclude it from being a BIT investor, and it is eligible to bring the dispute before

the Tribunal as a shareholder. Lastly, the involvement of FPS will not infringe the

consent of this dispute settlement, since most importantly, fork-in-the-road

provision was not triggered by its recourse to the Sylvanian Ministry of Energy.

MERITSMERITSMERITSMERITS

15. All the wrongful conduct in this case by NPCS is attributable to the Slyvanian

Government. This is because NPCS acts in the exercise of governmental powers

and/or the conducts of NPCS are acting under the direction or control of the

Government of Sylvania.

16. The Respondent has materially breached its confidentiality obligations and has

violated the provisions of the BIT. First of all, it has unlawfully expropriate the

Claimant's property and owed a full and effective compensation. Secondly, the

Respondent failed to provide fair and equitable treatment to the Claimant's

investment. And Lastly, the Respondent generally violated its obligation to

provide full protection and security to the investment.

17. The Respondent is not justified to invoke the necessity or essential security clause

as a defence since the Respondent's application of "self-judging right" is
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impermissible. The Tribunal should make its determination under both the BIT

and CIL, and find that the requisite necessity does not exist. Even if Article 9(2)

contains a self-judging right for the host state, the Respondent's invocation is still

invalid for its failure to act in good faith. Finally, the Respondent would not be

free from the obligation of compensation.

RESPONSERESPONSERESPONSERESPONSE TOTOTOTOCOUNTERCLAIMCOUNTERCLAIMCOUNTERCLAIMCOUNTERCLAIM

18. The counterclaim invoked by the Respondent is invalid since it does not relate to

the subject matter of the main claim; the Claimant's substantive obligations can

not be found under international treaty; and even if the Tribunal finds that the

Claimant has borne its obligations, the Claimant has not act inconsistently with

its obligations thus the counterclaim is not justified.
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ARGUMENTARGUMENTARGUMENTARGUMENT

PARTPARTPARTPARTONE:ONE:ONE:ONE: JURISDICTIONJURISDICTIONJURISDICTIONJURISDICTION

19. The ICC Tribunal has jurisdiction over this case since, firstly, this dispute

involves an investment which is owned by the Claimant (IIII). Secondly, the

Claimant is eligible to bring the case before the Tribunal (IIIIIIII). Lastly, the

involvement of FPS will not infringe the consent of this dispute settlement (IIIIIIIIIIII).

I.I.I.I. THISTHISTHISTHIS DISPUTEDISPUTEDISPUTEDISPUTE INVOLVESINVOLVESINVOLVESINVOLVES ANANANAN INVESTMENTINVESTMENTINVESTMENTINVESTMENT WHICHWHICHWHICHWHICH ISISISIS OWNEDOWNEDOWNEDOWNED BYBYBYBY

THETHETHETHE CLAIMANTCLAIMANTCLAIMANTCLAIMANT

20. Article 1(2) of the BIT defines an "investment" as including "shares" or "any

right of a financial nature accruing by law or by contract and any license,

concession or franchise issued in accordance with current provisions governing

the exercise of business activities, including prospecting for cultivating,

extracting and exploiting natural resources". In this case, firstly, the Claimant

incorporated FPS as its wholly-owned subsidiary in Sylvania28, which means that

the Claimant owns the entire shares of FPS as the investment; and secondly, the

Claimant got a five-year non-exclusive oil exploration and drilling license

through the license agreement entered by FPS and the Government of Sylvania29,

thus this dispute also involves a right of financial nature accruing by license,

which falls within the scope of investment under the BIT.

28 Uncontested Facts, ¶3
29 Uncontested Facts, ¶2, ¶4
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21. To further determine whether there is an investment involved, the test for an

investment, which was set by the Salini case, could be applied as a reference. The

requirements of a qualified investment are: a transfer of capital, a duration over a

certain period of time, sharing operational risks, and a contribution to the

development of the host state30.

22. The Claimant's investing actions satisfies the Salini test. Firstly, the Claimant has

incorporated a wholly owned subsidiary (FPS) under the Sylvanian domestic law

and got the license through FPS. Moreover, the Claimant has undertaken to pay a

12% royalty. These actions have constituted a transfer of capital. Secondly, the

license is of a five-year duration, and the Medanos License Agreement has been

implemented over two years before it was suspended, therefore it is a long-term

project. Thirdly, the Claimant has the entire shares of FPS, and has paid a 12%

royalty thus bears a certain risk on its business operation. And lastly, the Claimant

is an international leader in the field of oil exploration and production, and is the

sole bidder in the tender process. Moreover, the exploring and operating project

of oil exploration could also provide employment to the local citizens. All of

these should be considered as a general contribution to the Sylvanian economy.

II.II.II.II. THETHETHETHE CLAIMANTCLAIMANTCLAIMANTCLAIMANT ISISISIS ELIGIBLEELIGIBLEELIGIBLEELIGIBLEASASASASANANANAN INVESTORINVESTORINVESTORINVESTOR TOTOTOTO BRINGBRINGBRINGBRING THETHETHETHE CASECASECASECASE

BEFOREBEFOREBEFOREBEFOREARBITRATIONARBITRATIONARBITRATIONARBITRATION

23. In this dispute, the Claimant's state controlled character will not exclude it from

invoking the investor-to-state dispute settlement (AAAA). The Claimant is an eligible

foreign investor as the shareholder of the local company (BBBB).

A.A.A.A. TheTheTheThe Claimant'sClaimant'sClaimant'sClaimant's statestatestatestate controlledcontrolledcontrolledcontrolled charactercharactercharactercharacter willwillwillwill notnotnotnot excludeexcludeexcludeexclude itititit fromfromfromfrom invokinginvokinginvokinginvoking thethethethe

investor-to-stateinvestor-to-stateinvestor-to-stateinvestor-to-state disputedisputedisputedispute settlementsettlementsettlementsettlement

30 Salini, ¶52
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24. The Freedonia-Sylvania BIT provides an exception to exclude natural and legal

person to be an entitled foreign investor to bring the dispute before international

arbitration. However, this clause should be construed narrowly (1111) and the

Claimant has not conducted sovereign activities within the territory of Sylvania

thus should not be excluded (2222).

1. The Exception of Investor clause should be narrowly interpreted

25. The last sentence of Article 1(3) of the BIT provides an exception clause of a

State-controlled enterprise ("SCE") to be an eligible foreign investor, and this

clause should be narrowly interpreted. The ordinary meaning, object and the

purpose of the BIT supports a narrow interpretation (a). Scholars' view and states'

practice make the requirements of SCE's exclusion to be accumulative (b). And

finally, policies behind the exclusion of SCE also requires a restrictive

elaboration (c)

a. The ordinary meaning, object and the purpose of the BIT supports a narrow

interpretation

26. Both the Respondent and Freedonia are the parties to the Vienna Convention on

the Law of Treaties ("Vienna Convention"). Article 31 of the Vienna Convention

requires a treaty to be interpreted in good faith in accordance with ordinary

meaning given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in light of their

purpose. When considering the text, object and purpose of the last sentence of

Article 1(3), this Tribunal should conclude that this clause is restrictive to exclude

SCE.

27. The text of the last sentence is read as "provided in all cases that the above

defined natural and legal persons do not pursue sovereign activities and are not
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funded by the other Contracting Party". This provides a conditional reasoning that

if an entity does not conduct sovereign activities ("not X") and is not funded by

the state ("not Y") , it will become a foreign investor ("Z"). This conditionality

will not lead its negative reasoning to be valid, which is "if an entity pursue

sovereign activities ("X") or is funded by the state ("Y"), then it will not become

a foreign investor ("not Z") ". By rephrasing the text and re-analysing the logic

structure of the last sentence, the Tribunal should find that if an entity is only

funded by the state and does not pursue sovereign activies, it will not naturally be

precluded from an eligible investor thus the text provides a narrow exclusion.

28. The object and purpose of a BIT, which is reflected in its preamble31, is to

improve economic co-operation and offer encouragement of investing activities.

Once an enterprise entered into the host state and did not work in exercising of

sovereign power, its commercial activities would absolutely improve and

promote the economic co-operation between the two Contracting Parties, despite

its SCE character. Thus the object and purpose of the treaty also allows an SCE to

work on commercial aspects.

b. Scholars' view and states' practice make the requirements of SCE's exclusion to be

accumulative

29. Professor Aaron Broches' position plays an essential role at this issue. He noted

that the government entities should not be disqualified unless acting as an agent

of the state32. Notably, the same position was held in the CSOB arbitration, where

the tribunal held that a government entity can buy pencils for the government

without exclusion as long as the claim concern commercial, rather than

governmental activities33.

31 Dolzer and Schreuer, p.32
32 Roundtable Report, p.6
33 CSOB, ¶32
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30. States' practice also allow the SCEs to be BIT investor. All BITs signed by the US

explicitly included state-controlled entities as an "investor", so does NAFTA. The

BITs of the UK, Spain, Netherlands, and Italy do not have this explicit language,

but they do have definitions of "national", rather than providing a exclusion on

the ownership34. Therefore, it should be considered that if an SCE were to be

excluded form a BIT investor, two accumulative requirements have to be met: it

is owned by the state, and more importantly, it works in exercising of

governmental activities.

c. Policies behind the exclusion of SCE also requires a restrictive elaboration

31. Investment policies concerned the issue of SCE's exclusion mainly focused on the

relationship between the protection of investment liberalization and the national

security of the host state. However, more and more BITs and investment policies

tend to grant the public organizations and entities to be investor. Under the

guidance of these policies, some BITs even expressly include SCEs as qualified

investors35. These BITs has successfully achieved the goal set by the policies

since they help to promote foreign investment by public entities, and eliminate

any uncertainty that such entities qualify as investors should they wish to make a

claim in the future36.

32. Therefore, policies behind the exclusion of an SCE also requires a restrictive

elaboration since it could manage the balance between investment liberalization

and the national security of the host state.

2. The Claimant has not conducted sovereign activities within the territory of

Sylvania

34 Roundtable Report, p.6
35 For example: China-Qatar BIT, China-UAE BIT
36 Gallagher and Shan, p.90
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33. Whether an SCE conducted sovereign authority is subject to a formal or a

functional analysis. And many ICSID tribunals have applied a functional test that

looked to whether the SCE acted as an agent of the state or performed in

exercising of sovereign activities37. In Maffezini, the Tribunal found that the

creation of SODIGA was intended to exercise governmental functions in the field

of regional development in the respondent, which concluded that SODIGA

conducted sovereign functions38.

34. However, in this dispute, the Freedonia Petroleum LLC was incorporated in the

Republic of Freedonia in accordance with the respective Freedonian legislation,

which is the same as other Freedonian enterprises39. This shows that the Claimant

was not created for governmental function. Besides, the government of Freedonia

only pursues its interests in Freedonia Petroleum LLC as would any 60%

shareholder under Freedonian company laws40. As demonstrated above, the

Claimant does not pursue any sovereign activities.

B.B.B.B. TheTheTheThe ClaimantClaimantClaimantClaimant isisisis anananan eligibleeligibleeligibleeligible foreignforeignforeignforeign investorinvestorinvestorinvestor asasasas thethethethe shareholdershareholdershareholdershareholder ofofofof thethethethe locallocallocallocal

companycompanycompanycompany

35. The Claimant is eligible to bring the dispute before the tribunal since firstly, it is

an investor which falls within the scope of Article 1(3)b of the BIT, namely "a

legal person established in the Territory of one of the Contracting Party in

accordance with the respective national legislation". As mentioned above, the

Claimant has fulfilled this requirement41.

36. Secondly, the Claimant is an eligible investor as the shareholder of the local

company. Noting the requirement set by the host state that "to participate in the

37 Nolan & Sourgens (citing Maffezini (jurisdiction),¶74-79, and Banka, ¶17)
38 Maffezini (jurisdiction), ¶89
39 Clarification 61
40 Clarification 34
41 Clarification 61
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bidding process, foreign investors were required to incorporate a wholly-owned

subsidiary in Sylvania", the Claimant asserts that it is an eligible foreign investor

since FPS is wholly-controlled by the Claimant. This contention is supported by

the jurisprudence of "pierce the corporate veil": the shareholding may be

controlling, in which case it makes sense to see the controlling owner as the true

investor and to pierce the corporate veil42.

37. This jurisprudence was widely applied by ICSID tribunals. In AMT, the tribunal

stated that "It is uncontested that SINZA belongs to AMT 94 percent and that

AMT, formed in the United States of America with 55 percent of its shares owned

by United States citizens, is controlled by the Americans, and hence is a U.S,

company. Thu, SINZA should be considered in terms of the perfectly clear

provisions of the Treaty [the BIT] as an investment of AMT43". Therefore, as the

Claimant is the controlling shareholder, it is the true and eligible foreign investor.

38. Anticipating that the Respondent may invoke the decision of the Barcelona

Traction case as a defence. The Claimant notes that Barcelona Traction was

decided under customary international law, and with respect to this case "one can

make a strong argument that the decision of the ICJ no longer reflects the current

state of international law44".

III.III.III.III. THETHETHETHE INVOLVEMENTINVOLVEMENTINVOLVEMENTINVOLVEMENT OFOFOFOF FPSFPSFPSFPS WILLWILLWILLWILL NOTNOTNOTNOT INFRINGEINFRINGEINFRINGEINFRINGE THETHETHETHE CONSENTCONSENTCONSENTCONSENT

OFOFOFOFTHISTHISTHISTHIS DISPUTEDISPUTEDISPUTEDISPUTE

39. The involvement of FPS will not transfer the Tribunal's jurisdiction to the local

remedy, since FPS is also a foreign investor. This is because under both

international treaties and tribunals' precedents, the host state and the foreign

investor may agree that the locally incorporated company should be treated as a

42 Shareholder Protection, p.2
43 AMT, ¶5.15
44 Shareholder Protection (citing Laird, op.cit. P.77)
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foreign company because of its foreign control45. And this approach has two

requirements: an agreement and the object fact of foreign control46. In this case,

two requirements are fulfilled: with respect to the first element, the Tribunal

should note that it is a policy of the host state that foreign investors must

incorporate a wholly-owned subsidiary to participate in the bidding process,

which should be treated as a general agreement; secondly, the Claimant is the

only shareholder of FPS, thus it meet the requirement of "object fact control".

Therefore, FPS is a foreign investor whose involvement would not transfer the

jurisdiction of international arbitration.

40. And as demonstrated above, the Claimant is entitled to bring the case before the

Tribunal as the shareholder of FPS, rather than in the name of FPS.

41. Yet the Claimant asserts FPS is not a necessary party at this dispute since it has

no independent standing at this dispute (AAAA). Moreover, FPS's recourse to

Sylvanian Ministry of Energy does not trigger "fork-in-the-road" provision thus it

will not infringe the jurisdiction of this Tribunal (BBBB).

A.A.A.A. FPSFPSFPSFPS isisisis notnotnotnot aaaa necessarynecessarynecessarynecessary partypartypartyparty inininin thisthisthisthis disputedisputedisputedispute

42. The Monetary Gold case firstly established the jurisprudence of the doctrine of

the "Indispensable Party": the doctrine will apply in the case where the interest of

an absent party is closely related to the subject-matter of a dispute47. Following

Monetary Gold, in Nicaragua case, ICJ Court further developed this principle by

identifying the concept of the subject-matter to the Court's decision: "whether an

absent side is to be regarded as an indispensable party is concerned not with the

type, nature or importance of third-party interests or rights, but merely with the

manner in which the decisions can have effect and impact on those third-party

45 Shareholder Protection, p.5
46 The ICSID Convention: A Commentary, p.290-334
47 Monetary Gold, p.31-32
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interests or rights"48.

43. However, in this case, FPS is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Claimant, and it

has no independent interests or rights. Regarding that some tribunals accepted

that this enterprise could be treated as an intermedium of a foreign investor's

investing activities, due to the investing policy of host state49, the Claimant finds

the same circumstance and holds that FPS has no independent standing in this

case. Moreover, even if FPS joined the dispute, it would bring the same matter

before the tribunal as the Claimant did, and as FPS's only controller, any effect or

impact of the tribunal's decision will immediately transfer to the Claimant.

44. Therefore, FPS is not a necessary and indispensable party to this dispute.

B.B.B.B. FPS'sFPS'sFPS'sFPS's recourserecourserecourserecourse totototo thethethethe SylvanianSylvanianSylvanianSylvanian MinistryMinistryMinistryMinistry ofofofof EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy doesdoesdoesdoes notnotnotnot triggertriggertriggertrigger forkforkforkfork inininin thethethethe

roadroadroadroad provisionprovisionprovisionprovision

45. That FPS claimed to the Sylvanian Ministry of Energy does not trigger

"fork-in-the-road" provision under the BIT. The recourse, first of all, does not fall

within the scope of Article 11(3)b, which provides "the Investor has not brought

the dispute before the courts having jurisdiction within the territory of the

Contracting Party that is a party to the dispute". Sylvanian Ministry of Energy is

an administrative body in Sylvania, which cannot be treated as "court having

jurisdiction", thus this clause has not been triggered by the Claimant.

46. FPS's recourse also does not trigger Article 11(3)a of the BIT, which provides

"the Investment Dispute has not, for any reason, been submitted for resolution in

accordance with any applicable dispute settlement procedures previously agreed

to by the parties to the dispute". This clause is a fork-in-the-road provision of the

48 Nicaragua, ¶248
49 AMT, ¶5.15
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Freedonia-Sylvania BIT.

47. Previous Tribunals have found that for a fork-in-the-road clause to apply, the

same dispute between the same parties must have been submitted to local remedy

before resorting to international arbitration and have drawn clear distinctions

between contract and treaty claims50. And scholars have added a new element for

the supplement of triggering "fork-in-the-road": "the same cause of action"51.

Therefore, the loss of access to international arbitration applies only if the same

dispute involving the same cause of action between the same parties has been

submitted to the domestic authority of the host state52.

48. However, in this case, The FPS's recourse does not share the same dispute with

the claim before the Tribunal, nor do these two claims involve the same cause of

action.

49. Firstly, it is important to identify that the contract dispute will be decided in

accordance with the contractual rights and obligations of the parties, whereas the

investment claim will be decided in accordance with the substantive standard of

the applicable BIT53. At this issue, the Tribunal should note that the recourse by

FPS to the Sylvanian Ministry of Energy was an administrative claim arguing that

it had complied with all applicable safety obligations54, and safety obligation is

contained in the Medanos License Agreement instead of the BIT. Thus the FPS's

recourse is a pure contract claim. With respect to the claim before the Tribunal,

the Claimant invokes the BIT and further claims a compensation for the

Respondent's breach of its BIT obligations. Obviously, it is a treaty claim.

Therefore, it is easy for the Tribunal to identify that the FPS's recourse does not

share the same dispute with the claim before the Tribunal.

50 Schreuer, p.231, 247(citing cases)
51 See, e.g. Cremades amd Madalena; Dolzer and Schreuer
52 Dolzer and Schreuer, p.217
53 Cremades amd Madalena, p.2
54 Uncontested Facts, ¶17
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50. Secondly, the recourse of FPS also did not involve the same cause of action with

the treaty claim. FPS commenced administrative proceeding mainly because on

26 February 2010, the Sylvanian Government ordered FPS to pay SD

150,000,000 liquidated damages for the breach of its obligations under the

Agreement55. That the Claimant submitted the case to the Tribunal is a result of

the fact that on 29 November 2010, the Respondent had unlawfully expropriated

the Claimant's property and breached the BIT56.

55 Uncontested Facts, ¶17
56 Uncontested Facts, ¶23
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PARTPARTPARTPARTTWO:TWO:TWO:TWO:MERITSMERITSMERITSMERITS

I.I.I.I. ACTIONSACTIONSACTIONSACTIONS OFOFOFOFNPCSNPCSNPCSNPCSAREAREAREAREATTRIBUTABLEATTRIBUTABLEATTRIBUTABLEATTRIBUTABLE TOTOTOTOTHETHETHETHE RESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENT

51. International Tribunals have constituted a formula to examine whether actions of

a State entity are attributable to the state. In Eureko, the Tribunal noted that: "The

Tribunal is an international arbitral tribunal constituted under the Treaty. As noted

earlier in this Award, it must decide the dispute between the Parties on the basis

of the Treaty and the 'universally acknowledged rules and principles of

international law' 57". And then Eureko Tribunal invoked its examination by

referring to the International Law Commission's Articles on State Responsibility

for International Wrongful Acts (ILC Articles) as a generalized international

principle. ICSID Tribunals also accept the similar approach58. Therefore, ILC

Articles can be regarded as the key rules to determined the Attribution of State

when the absence of the BIT basis.

52. In this case, however, the Freedonia-Sylvania BIT does not include such a

provision for determining the attribution of the state. Thus the Claimant asserts

that the actions of NPCS are attributable to the Government of Sylvania, by

referring to Article 5 and Article 8 of the ILC Articles. NPCS acts in the exercise

of governmental powers (AAAA) and the conducts of NPCS are acting under the

direction or control of the Government of Sylvania (BBBB).

A.A.A.A. NPCSNPCSNPCSNPCS actsactsactsacts inininin thethethethe exerciseexerciseexerciseexercise ofofofof governmentalgovernmentalgovernmentalgovernmental powerspowerspowerspowers

53. Article 5 of ILC Articles gives a wide approach of the attribution: "The conduct

of a person or entity which is not an organ of the State under Article 4 but which

is empowered by the law of that State to exercise elements of the governmental

57 Eureko, ¶126
58 Noble, ¶69, SGS, ¶122 and Maffezini (Jurisdiction),¶76-78
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authority shall be considered an act if the State under international law, provided

the person or entity is acting in that capacity in the particular instance".

54. This provision constitutes a circumstance that the acts of an independent entity

(i.e. State-controlled enterprise) are attributable to the state, if and only if: firstly,

this state entity is empowered by the law of that state to exercise elements of

governmental authority; and additionally, the conducts of that entity which are to

be examined must be committed by such an entity in its own capacity. Thus this

approach requires two simultaneous fulfilment at the issue of attributability:

"status of the independent state entity" and "nature of the act itself"59.

55. With respect to another key expression "elements governmental authority",

international tribunals invoked the distinction between the sovereign or

governmental acts under the treaty and the acts committed by the state entities

under the contract to identify the issue of imputablity, and the attribution will be

found on the treaty basis60.

56. At this issue, firstly, with respect to "the status of the independent state entity",

the Tribunal should note that the NPCS was incorporated as an independent

company on 30 August 2010, directly created and empowered by the Sylvanian

new Hydrocarbon Law61. Secondly, with respect to "the nature of the act itself",

the fact is that NPCS personnel were sent to take over the oil well. Since all the

management and operation were conducted by the NPCS personnel, it should be

considered that NPCS committed its actions in its own capacity thus the second

requirement was fulfilled. Furthermore, with respect to the term "elements of

governmental authority", the Claimant asserts that the actions of NPCS are

attributable to the Respondent since the conducts by NPCS are also serious

violation of the BIT.

59 Harb, p.8
60 Impregilo S.p.A, ¶260 and Joy Machinery, ¶72
61 Uncontested Facts, ¶19
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B.B.B.B. TheTheTheThe conductsconductsconductsconducts ofofofof NPCSNPCSNPCSNPCS areareareare actingactingactingacting underunderunderunder thethethethe directiondirectiondirectiondirection orororor controlcontrolcontrolcontrol ofofofof thethethethe

GovernmentGovernmentGovernmentGovernment ofofofof SylvaniaSylvaniaSylvaniaSylvania

57. Article 8 of the ILC Articles provides: "The conduct of a person or group of

persons shall be considered an act of a State under international law if the person

or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of , or under the direction

or control of that State in carrying out the conduct". As stated in the Commentary,

Article 8 deals with two circumstances: the first involves private persons acting

on the instructions of the State in carrying out the wrongful conduct. And the

second deals with a more general situation where private persons act under the

State's direction or control62.

58. The first category arises only where State organs supplement their own action by

recruiting or instigating private persons or groups who act as "auxiliaries" while

remaining outside the official structure of the State63,which is easy to identify.

The second category is more often applied since corporation entities owned or

controlled by the State often falls within this scope64. And more importantly, two

elements have been set up to determine the attributability of the State: the

corporation was owned or controlled by the State, de jure, and the entity acted in

exercising elements of governmental authority within the meaning of Article 565.

59. In Phillips and Foremost Tehran, the Tribunals followed this jurisprudence and

constituted that an attribution will be found on the conduct of a state-controlled

enterprise: firstly, the State seizes the property of the enterprise, and secondly, the

State uses its ownership as a vehicle for exercising the governmental authority or

achieving a particular result66.

62 ILC Commentary, Art. 8(1)
63 ILC Commentary, Art. 8(2)
64 ILC Commentary, Art. 8(6)
65 Ibid
66 Phillips, p.79 and Foemost Tehran, p.231
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60. At this dispute, firstly, the Sylvanian government fully owned the shares of NPCS

thus meeting the first element of its attribution67. As to the second element, the

Tribunal could find that the Government of Sylvania sent NPCS operating and

management team to take over the oil wells owned by the Claimant, and the team

of NPCS was sent to achieve the State's designed result.

II.II.II.II. THETHETHETHE RESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENT HASHASHASHAS MATERIALLYMATERIALLYMATERIALLYMATERIALLY BREACHEDBREACHEDBREACHEDBREACHED ITSITSITSITS

CONFIDENTIALITYCONFIDENTIALITYCONFIDENTIALITYCONFIDENTIALITYOBLIGATIONSOBLIGATIONSOBLIGATIONSOBLIGATIONS

61. Both International Chamber of Commerce Arbitral Rules (ICC Rules) and

International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes Convention or

Arbitration Rules (ICSID Convention or Arbitration Rules) do not agree on a

general duty of confidentiality binding on all participants68. And even at least two

tribunals have found that there is no general duty of confidentiality contained in

the Convention or Arbitration Rules69. However, no general duty does not mean

that there is no confidentiality obligation to the disputing parties since

confidentiality obligations will be determined on a case by case basis (AAAA).

Violation of confidentiality obligations will be invoked by publishing information

which carries a risk of incorrect impressions in each case (BBBB). And the

Respondent's leaking a confidential report to La Reforma carried such risk (CCCC).

A.A.A.A. ConfidentialityConfidentialityConfidentialityConfidentiality obligationsobligationsobligationsobligations willwillwillwill bebebebe determineddetermineddetermineddetermined onononon thethethethe casecasecasecase bybybyby casecasecasecase basisbasisbasisbasis

62. In Giovanna, the Tribunal began its consideration of the issue by agreeing with

the statement by the Tribunal in the Tanzania case that: In the absence of any

agreement between the parties on this issue, there is no provision imposing a

general duty of confidentiality in arbitration. Equally, however, there is also no

provision imposing a general rule of transparency or non-confidentiality in any of

67 Uncontested Facts, ¶19
68 See, Buys, generally
69 Metalclad, ¶13, and Amco, p. 368
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these sources70.

63. Following this reasoning, the Giovanna Tribunal made its conclusion : "unless

there exist an agreement of the Parties on the issue of confidentiality/transparency,

the Tribunal shall decide on the matter on a case by case basis and, instead of

tending towards imposing a general rule in favor or against confidentiality, try to

achieve a solution that balances the general interest for transparency with specific

interests for confidentiality of certain information and/or documents"71. Thus the

Giovanna Tribunal adopted a case by case basis to determine the confidentiality

obligation when there is an absence of an agreement of the Parties on the issue of

confidentiality.

64. In this dispute, the Tribunal should find that, identical with Giovanna case, there

is an absence of a certain agreement of the Parties on the issue of confidentiality

obligation since both Freedonia-Sylvania BIT and the ICC rules contain no such

provision. Thus, the approach applied by Giovanna case should be adopted by the

Tribunal as a general principle, which means, by implication, confidentiality

obligations will be determined on the case by case basis.

B.B.B.B. ViolationViolationViolationViolation ofofofof confidentialityconfidentialityconfidentialityconfidentiality obligationsobligationsobligationsobligations willwillwillwill bebebebe invokedinvokedinvokedinvoked bybybyby publishingpublishingpublishingpublishing informationinformationinformationinformation

whichwhichwhichwhich carriescarriescarriescarries aaaa riskriskriskrisk ofofofof incorrectincorrectincorrectincorrect impressionsimpressionsimpressionsimpressions inininin eacheacheacheach casecasecasecase

65. In Giovanna, the Tribunal rejected the publication of information by stating that:

"Indeed, based on their function and aim, pleadings and memorials of a Party

often present a one-sided story of the dispute. Their publication therefore carries

the inherent risk to give an incorrect impression about the proceedings. This

approach would not only thwart public information purposes, but would further

antagonize the Parties and aggravate their differences. In the present proceedings,

70 Tanzania, ¶121
71 Giovanna, ¶73
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this risk is further accentuated by the fierce of some of the Parties' submission"72.

This appears to accept that the risk of incorrect public impressions arising from

the disclosure of party submission is sufficient to impose restrictions on

publication.

66. This formula should be applied to this case since, first and foremost, both the two

cases are in situations where there is no expression of general confidentiality duty,

and secondly, with respect to the value of confidentiality, the value involves what

the parties may not want to lose in publication73, and the risk of incorrectly

publication will definitely harm the value.

C.C.C.C. TheTheTheThe Respondent'sRespondent'sRespondent'sRespondent's leakingleakingleakingleaking aaaa confidentialconfidentialconfidentialconfidential reportreportreportreport totototo LaLaLaLa ReformaReformaReformaReforma carriedcarriedcarriedcarried thethethethe riskriskriskrisk

67. As demonstrated above, at the circumstance where there exist no general

confidentiality duty, violation of confidentiality obligations will still be invoked if

a certain party published information which carried a risk of incorrect

impressions in each case.

68. In this case, the Respondent has wrongfully leaked a confidential report to La

Reforma, which was not disputed by the both parties74. More importantly, the

published report carried the risk of incorrect public impression by its wrongful

anticipation: "The new release points could have been avoided had the company

been better prepared and acted faster when the disaster first occured"75, which

may lead to an incorrect public impression that it was FPS's omission and

inaction that caused the catastrophic result, but in fact, there has been no

definitive conclusions on the cause of the explosion76 and FPS has already

independently mobilized an emergency response team to work on plugging the

72 Giovanna, ¶102
73 See, Buys, p.123
74 Uncontested Facts, ¶9
75 Uncontested Facts, ¶9
76 Clarification 28
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wells and to address environmental damage77.

III.III.III.III. THETHETHETHE RESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENT UNLAWFULLYUNLAWFULLYUNLAWFULLYUNLAWFULLY EXPROPRIATEDEXPROPRIATEDEXPROPRIATEDEXPROPRIATED THETHETHETHE

CLAIMANT'SCLAIMANT'SCLAIMANT'SCLAIMANT'S INVESTMENTINVESTMENTINVESTMENTINVESTMENT

69. Article 4 of the BIT promises to give foreign investors a protection from the host

state's expropriations or takings. However, the Respondent arbitrarily violated

this provision since its taking the Claimant's property amounts to expropriation

(AAAA). This taking was unlawful (BBBB). The Respondent owes full and effective

compensation (CCCC).

A.A.A.A. TheTheTheThe Respondent'sRespondent'sRespondent'sRespondent's takingtakingtakingtaking propertypropertypropertyproperty amountsamountsamountsamounts totototo expropriationexpropriationexpropriationexpropriation

70. Article 4(1) and Article 4(2) of the BIT work together to provide with a general

protection that any foreign investment shall not be "directly or indirectly

nationalized, expropriated, requisitioned or subjected to any measure having

similar effect", and any measure which "might limit permanently or temporarily

the investor's ownership, possession, control or enjoyment" violates the term of

the treaty.

71. However, the concepts of the expropriation are not so clear in the BIT. The

Tribunal should note the jurisprudence set by customary international law on the

forms of expropriations: "expropriation or ' wealth deprivation ', could take

different forms: it could be direct where an investment is nationalized or

otherwise directly expropriated through formal transfer of title or outright

physical seizure. And international law is clear that seizure of legal tile of

property constitutes a compensable expropriation78". With respect to indirect

expropriation, it is elaborated that "expropriation or deprivation of property could

77 Clarification 50
78 Catherine, p.3
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also occur through interference by a state in the use of that property or with the

enjoyment of the benefits even where the property is not seized and the legal title

to the property is not affected. The measure taken by the State have a similar

effect to expropriation or nationalization and generally termed ' indirect ', '

creeping ' or ' de facto ' expropriation"79.

72. Therefore, in this case, that the Respondent outright sent a operating and

management team to take over oil wells possessed by the FPS, leading FPS and

its personnel to surrender the wells80, which falls within the scope of "formal

transfer of outright physical seizure", is an direct expropriation. Even if the

Respondent denies its physical occupation, its conducts still amounts to an

indirect expropriation since NPCS personnel actually deprive of the FPS

personnel's rights of managing, operating and using the oil wells.

73. Anticipating that the Respondent may apply its "rights to regular" as a defence,

the Claimant contends that in Myers, the Tribunal has distinguished regulation

from expropriation on the basis of the degree of interference with property

rights:"expropriation tend to involve the deprivation of ownership rights;

regulation [are] a lesser interference"81. Therefore, the regulation defence is not

justified since the Respondent has deprived of FPS the ownership and managing

rights, instead of conducting a lesser interference.

B.B.B.B. TheTheTheThe Respondent'sRespondent'sRespondent'sRespondent's takingtakingtakingtaking waswaswaswas unlawfulunlawfulunlawfulunlawful

74. Article 4(2) of the BIT stipulate that the host state shall not expropriate the

investment "except for public purpose, or national interest, against immediate full

and effective compensation, and on condition that these measures are taken on a

non-discriminatory basis and in conformity with all legal provisions and

79 Catherine, p.4
80 Clarification 32
81 Myers, ¶232
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procedures". Thus the BIT generally imposes four accumulative requirements to

the Respondent: public purpose, due process, non discrimination, and immediate

full and effective compensation82. Once any of the requirement was not fulfilled,

the Respondent's taking was unlawful.

75. At this issue, firstly, under the BIT and customary international law, an

expropriation must be for a public purpose, and the assessment of the purpose is

dependent on genuine need and the exercise of good faith83. The public purpose

requirement would be breached if the property were seized for the use of a third

party84. Thus the Respondent violated this requirement since the property is

seized for the use of NPCS, rather than the state of Sylvania.

76. Secondly, the BIT and customary international law impose a condition that

expropriation be on a "non-discriminatory" basis. In ADC, the Tribunal reasoned

that a "comparison of different treatment is made here between that received by

the Respondent-appointed operator and that received by the foreign investor as a

whole", and then found the discrimination from the different levels of treatment

received85. In this case, the factual background is quite similar to ADC, since

there is no other foreign-held business involved but the Respondent has appointed

the new operators86, so a "Comparison of different treatment between that

received by the Respondent-appointed operator and that received by foreign

investor" is needed. Actually, the remaining work for FPS and NPCS is the same:

all that remains is cleanup and remedial work87. However, the newly appointed

operator NPCS was authorized a privilege through section two of the Executive

Order88. Therefore, there exists different levels of treatment between the foreign

investor and the new operators, and this is a violation of non-discriminatory

82 Newcombe and Paradell, p.321
83 Cheng, p.40
84 Newcombe and Paradell, p.371
85 ADC, ¶442
86 Clarification 11
87 Clarification 39
88 Problem, p.20
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requirement.

77. Thirdly, there exists a requirement in the BIT that the expropriation shall be in

accordance with due process of law. In Middle East, the tribunal noted that a

violation of due process can be found if there was a failure of providing direct

notification of the seizure and auction to the investor89. Following this, the

Tribunal could find an infringement of due process principle in this case since

there was no declaration or notification, official or unofficial, from the

Government on the taking over of the oil wells90.

C.C.C.C. TheTheTheThe RespondentRespondentRespondentRespondent owesowesowesowes fullfullfullfull andandandand effectiveeffectiveeffectiveeffective compensationcompensationcompensationcompensation

78. If the taking is unlawful, damage must restore the Claimant to the position that

would have prevailed but-for the illegal act.91 However, the Respondent paid no

compensation to restore the position in this case.

79. Even if the Tribunal deems the taking lawful, compensation is also owed92. In

Saluka, the Tribunal stated that the presence of a legitimate public purpose and

the absence of intent to expropriate will not be an excuse or pretext for the

obviation of immediate full and effective compensation93. And in the CDSE case,

the tribunal expressly stated that the environmental purpose had no bearing on the

issue of compensation94. Moreover, in BITs, full and effective compensation

means the fair market value of the investment prior to the announcement of the

taking95. However, in this case, the Respondent, even if it is justified to

expropriate for environment protection, it has still breached the BIT since it did

not immediately pay any compensation to recover the lost market value of the

89 Middle East, ¶143
90 Clarification 90
91 Chorzow Factory, p.47
92 Dolzer and Schreuer, p.92
93 Saluka, ¶255
94 CDSE, ¶111
95 Guidelines on the Treatment of Foreign Direct Investment, IV
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Claimant's investment.

IV.IV.IV.IV. THETHETHETHE RESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENT DIDDIDDIDDID NOTNOTNOTNOT ACCORDACCORDACCORDACCORD THETHETHETHE CLAIMANTCLAIMANTCLAIMANTCLAIMANT FAIRFAIRFAIRFAIR ANDANDANDAND

EQUITABLEEQUITABLEEQUITABLEEQUITABLETREATMENTTREATMENTTREATMENTTREATMENT

80. Article 2(2) of the BIT asks the host state to offer fair and equitable treatment

("FET") to the investor. However, FET standard has a broader scope of investor

protections than the minimum standard of customary international law ("CIL")

(AAAA). Under either the enhanced or unified conceptions of FET, its standard ask a

case by case analysis (BBBB), and the Respondent did not meet with the standard in

this case (CCCC).

A.A.A.A. FETFETFETFET standardstandardstandardstandard hashashashas aaaa broaderbroaderbroaderbroader scopescopescopescope ofofofof investorinvestorinvestorinvestor protectionsprotectionsprotectionsprotections thanthanthanthan thethethethe minimumminimumminimumminimum

standardstandardstandardstandard ofofofof customarycustomarycustomarycustomary internationalinternationalinternationalinternational lawlawlawlaw

81. Article 2(2) of the BIT gives a promise that any investor and its investment will

be treated "in accordance with customary international law, including fair and

equitable treatment". It is true that legal practice and commentary have endorsed

the view that FET corresponds to CIL96. However, it has not been constituted as

an international jurisprudence that FET standard is equal with the minimum

standard of CIL, since if confined, FET will be essentially extraneous97. Although

OECD and NAFTA explicitly equate FET with CIL minimum standard98, this

equation shall not be applied in this case since firstly, both Freedonia and

Sylvania are not the member of these two organizations, and more importantly,

this equation is not a general principle of international law or a widely accepted

jurisprudence, especially in tribunals operating outside NAFTA99.

96 Dolzer and Schreuer, p.124
97 See, Mann, generally
98 Newcombe and Paradell, p.69 (citing 1967 Draft OECD Convention, supra note 123 at 120) and
NAFTAMinimum Standard of Treatment
99 Dolzer and Schreuer, p.126
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82. International tribunals operating outside of NAFTA indicated that there is an

inevitable gap between the treaty standard of FET and the customary minimum

standard "when applied to specific facts of a case, may well be more apparent

than real"100. The award in Tecmed read that "the Arbitral Tribunal understands

that the scope of the undertaking of fair and equitable treatment...is that resulting

from an autonomous interpretation"101 and then conclude that an autonomous

FET standard would also advance the object and purpose of the BIT, to "establish

favorable conditions" for investment102. And the "autonomous interpretation" also

appears in awards of other international tribunals to enhance the scope of FET, to

be not identical with the minimum standard of CIL103.

83. In sum, from international arbitral practice and more importantly, the specific

facts of this case, FET standard has a broader scope of investor protections than

the minimum standard of customary international law. The FET clause which

appears in the BIT should stand above the floor of minimum standard to advance

the object and purpose of the BIT, and to "establish favorable conditions" for

investment.

B.B.B.B. UnderUnderUnderUnder eithereithereithereither thethethethe enhancedenhancedenhancedenhanced orororor unifiedunifiedunifiedunified conceptionsconceptionsconceptionsconceptions ofofofof FET,FET,FET,FET, itsitsitsits standardstandardstandardstandard askaskaskask aaaa casecasecasecase

bybybyby casecasecasecase analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis

84. However, the enhanced conceptions of FET vary from case to case. The Tecmed

tribunal noted that the investor's "fair expectations" are included in finding an

FET violation104. The tribunal in Occidental echoed the sentiment, by stressing

the "stability of legal and business framework" as an essential element of FET105.

In Thunderbird, the tribunal opined that the FET standard can be flouted by a

100 Saluka, ¶291
101 Tecmed, ¶154
102 Ibid
103 Occidental, ¶189, and CMS, ¶282-284
104 Tecmed, ¶157, ¶164
105 Occidental, ¶183
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gross denial of justice106. Indeed, no tribunal has explicitly articulated the theory

of enhanced standard, but the jurisprudence did exist that the analysis of FET

violation is based on the specific facts of each case107.

85. The scholarly commentary also has been cautious about developing a unified

theory of fair and equitable treatment. Some experts believed two "central lines of

application"108, others suggested that the existing award had yielded principles of

transparency, the protection of the investor's legitimate expectations, freedom

from coercion and harassment, procedural propriety and due process109. And from

a view of associating FET with a general rule of law, there is a scholar who

proposes a unified theory by articulating five fundamental principles:

reasonableness, non-discrimination, consistency, transparency and due process110.

Besides these, many commentators hold their own view to identify specific

standards.

86. Therefore, following the jurisprudence that an FET standard review needs to be

based on specific facts of a case111, and it is the Claimant that argues the FET

violation of host state at each issue112, the Claimant contends that the Sylvanian

Government violated its FET obligations by subverting the Claimant's legitimate

expectation and introducing its infringement on non-discrimination and due

process principles. The two asserted principles are both contained by enhanced

and unified FET theories.

106 Thunderbird, ¶194
107 See, generally, Unified FET Theory
108 See, e.g. R. Dolzer
109 See, e.g. C. Schreuer
110 See, Unified FET Theory
111 Saluka, ¶291
112 Tudor, p.138 and ADF, ¶185
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C.C.C.C. TheTheTheThe RespondentRespondentRespondentRespondent diddiddiddid notnotnotnot meetmeetmeetmeet withwithwithwith thethethethe standardstandardstandardstandard inininin thisthisthisthis casecasecasecase

87. As mentioned above, the Claimant asserts that the Respondent failed to fulfill its

FET obligations by subverting the Claimant's legitimate expectations (1111) and

introducing its infringement on non-discrimination and due process principles (2222).

1. The Respondent conducted a breach of the Claimant's legitimate expectations

88. Legitimate expectations play a key role in the interpretation of the FET

standard113. Thunderbird Tribunal has made a general conception of the

legitimate expectation: "Having considered recent investment case law and the

good faith principle of international customary law, the concept of ' legitimate

expectation ' relates, within the context of the NAFTA framework, to a situation

where a Contracting Party's conduct creates reasonable and justifiable

expectations on the part of an investor (or investment) to act in reliance on said

conduct, such that a failure by the NAFTA Party to honor those expectations

could cause the investor (or investment) to suffer damages"114.

89. Based on this definition, the Claimant contends that: there exists legitimate

expectations to the Claimant (aaaa), the Claimant holds actual reliance on the existed

expectations (bbbb), and the Respondent fails to honor the Claimant's expectation

and conducts a damage to the Claimant (cccc).

a. There exists legitimate expectations to the Claimant

90. What matters for the investor's expectation is the state of the law of the host

country at the time of investment, which is generally agreed as a principle115.

However, pertinent treaty provisions in BITs give no indication of the time at

113 Dolzer and Schreuer, p.104 (citing Myers ¶285)
114 Thunderbird, ¶147
115 Dolzer and Schreuer, p.105
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which expectations must exist in order to be worthy of protection116.

91. Despite this, a number of tribunals have stated that protected expectations must

rest on the conditions as they exist at the time of the investment117. One of the

most convincing statements is made by the LG&E tribunal, stating that Argentina

interfered with the investor's expectations which were based on the license of the

local companies and the laws and regulations in force at the time of the

investment118. Therefore, the expectations shall be based on the conditions

offered by the host state at the time of investment (for example, offering a

license).

92. At this issue, it is clear to find that when the Sylvanian Government and FPS

entered into the Medanos License Agreement ("the Agreement"), expectations

started to exist, that, as provided by Clause 18 of the Agreement:"The Republic of

Sylvania undertakes to take all the necessary measures to ensure that FPS enjoys

all the rights conferred upon it by this Agreement. Any modifications of the terms

and conditions of this Agreement may only be made by mutual written consent of

the parties", and Clause 22 of the Agreement "This Agreement shall have the

force of law". Expectations were created because these clauses generally created

the obligations for the Respondent to maintain its stability of business and legal

environment, and to take necessary measures to protect the Claimant's

investment.

b. The Claimant holds actual reliance on the existed expectations

93. The investor's reliance on the expectations is based on its knowledge, or at least

its access to knowledge of the fact on which the legitimate expectations are

116 Schreuer and Kriebaum, p.2
117 Saluka, ¶329 and Siemens, ¶299
118 LG&E (Decision on Liability), ¶127, ¶130
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based119. Expectations can be reliable through the general regulatory framework

prevalent in a country120. Expectations can also be reliable through specific

transactions or governmental assurances. And in some cases the reliance on

expectations stemmed from the general regulatory framework as well as specific

commitments contained in license121.

94. In this case, firstly, the Agreement formally authorized the Claimant a license as a

specific commitment, and secondly, the Agreement has the force of law122. These

two uncontested facts made that the Claimant held actual reliance on the justified

and reasonable expectations.

c.The Respondent fails to honor the Claimant's expectation and conducts a damage to

the Claimant

95. There is an obligation of legitimate expectation under FET that the host-state

must not revoke the grant of permits given to an investor to operate the

investment123. More importantly, the international tribunal, at this issue, weighed

the investor's interests above state policy in its review of the conduct or omission

of the host state, by dismissing the ecological and social concern given by the

host state124. Therefore, in this case, the Respondent failed to honor the

Claimant's expectation, since the Sylvanian Government actually revoked the

grant of permits given to an investor to operate the investment via its conducts or

omissions which suspended the license of Claimant and led NPCS personnel to

take over the oil wells operated by FPS.

96. With respect to the damage resulting from the infringement of Claimant's

119 Schreuer and Kriebaum, p.8
120 Enron, ¶265
121 LG&E (Decision on Liability), ¶133
122 Uncontested Facts, ¶6
123 Pandya and Moody, p.12
124 Metalcald, ¶93-94
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legitimate expectation, the Tribunal should note the fact that after the license had

been suspended, the share price and market value of FPS dropped dramatically125.

2. The Respondent introduced its infringement on non-discrimination and due

process principles

97. In both enhanced or unified theory of the FET standard, non-discrimination and

due process are included as the general principles126. In Eureko, the Tribunal

noted that the policies and actions taken by the Polish government is of a

discriminatory character so as to violate FET127. And in Middle East, the Tribunal

found that the taking of the claimant's property was not in accordance with due

process of law and therefore violated the FET standard128. Therefore, both

international legal practice and jurisprudence of FET standard contain the

principle of non-discrimination and due process.

98. In this case, since the Claimant has demonstrated that the Respondent infringed

non-discriminatory basis (at paragraph 76) and the Respondent violated the due

process principle (at paragraph 77), there is no need to repeatly articulate at the

notion of judicial economy.

V.V.V.V. THETHETHETHE RESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENT DIDDIDDIDDID NOTNOTNOTNOT ACCORDACCORDACCORDACCORD THETHETHETHE CLAIMANTCLAIMANTCLAIMANTCLAIMANT FULLFULLFULLFULL

PROTECTIONPROTECTIONPROTECTIONPROTECTIONANDANDANDAND SECURITYSECURITYSECURITYSECURITYOFOFOFOF ITSITSITSITS INVESTMENTINVESTMENTINVESTMENTINVESTMENT

99. Arbitral practice is generally agreed on the standard of liability in case of

violations of full protection and security129. Since the Respondent, as proven, was

attributable to the actions of NPCS, it also did not accord the Claimant full

protection and security of its investment, for full protection and security

125 Clarification 37
126 See, Unified FET Theory, generally
127 Eureko, ¶233
128 Middle East, ¶143
129 Full protection and Security, p.2
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encompasses protection from both physical and legal harms (AAAA), and secondly,

the Respondent failed to take appropriate actions to ensure the legal security of

the Claimant's investment in Sylvania (BBBB).

A.A.A.A. FullFullFullFull protectionprotectionprotectionprotection andandandand securitysecuritysecuritysecurity encompassesencompassesencompassesencompasses protectionprotectionprotectionprotection fromfromfromfrom bothbothbothboth physicalphysicalphysicalphysical andandandand

legallegallegallegal harmsharmsharmsharms

100.Article 2(2) of the BIT provides that the investment shall be accorded full

protection and security. From a traditional view, full protection and security refers

to protection from civil strife and crime that jeopardize the physical safety of the

investment and persons130. International tribunals agreed with such reference131

and further set the physical protection from two aspects to against private

violence132 and against violence by state organ133.

101.There is also authority indicating that the principle of full protection and security

has been extended to encompass the availability of the judicial system134. In ELSI,

the ICJ noted that "the protection and security standard" is not restricted to

physical protection but extend to legal protection through domestic court135.

International tribunals further elaborated that the protection of legal rights

indicating the availability of a judicial system that protects the investor's

interest136, and the term "legal protection" is also interpreted as "legal security" in

some cases137.

102.Therefore, the full protection and security clause in the BIT is a standard which is

against physical violence taken by state organs and private citizens, and grants

130 Investment Protection Standard, p.131
131 PSEG, ¶257-259, and Tecmed, ¶175-177
132 Wena, ¶84
133 AAPL, ¶45
134 Investment Protection Standard, p.144
135 ELSI, ¶109
136 Lauder, ¶314
137 Siemens, ¶286
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investors legal protection and security in the host state.

B.B.B.B. TheTheTheThe RespondentRespondentRespondentRespondent failedfailedfailedfailed totototo taketaketaketake appropriateappropriateappropriateappropriate actionsactionsactionsactions totototo ensureensureensureensure thethethethe legallegallegallegal securitysecuritysecuritysecurity ofofofof

thethethethe Claimant'sClaimant'sClaimant'sClaimant's investmentinvestmentinvestmentinvestment inininin SylvaniaSylvaniaSylvaniaSylvania

103.At this issue, the Respondent breached its full protection and security obligations.

The Respondent sent an operating and management team to take over the

Claimant's oil well without taking any appropriate measures to ensure the legal

security of the Claimant's investment138. Moreover, despite the Claimant's wholly

owned subsidiary (FPS) requested for declaratory relief, it had no final judgement

which have a positive influence to the conducted infringement of the Claimant's

investment139, thus the Claimant did not receive a remedy to its investment and

no legal security was available.

VI.VI.VI.VI. THETHETHETHE RESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENTRESPONDENT ISISISIS NOTNOTNOTNOT JUSTIFIEDJUSTIFIEDJUSTIFIEDJUSTIFIED TOTOTOTO INVOKEINVOKEINVOKEINVOKE THETHETHETHE NECESSITYNECESSITYNECESSITYNECESSITY

CLAUSECLAUSECLAUSECLAUSEASASASASAAAA DEFENSEDEFENSEDEFENSEDEFENSE FORFORFORFOR ITSITSITSITS CONDUCTSCONDUCTSCONDUCTSCONDUCTS

104.The Respondent may apply for Article 9(2) of the BIT as a defence. However, it

will not be justifiable since the Respondent's application of "self-judging right" to

assess fulfilment of necessity requirement of Article 9(2) is impermissible (AAAA).

Thus the Tribunal should make its determination under both the BIT and CIL (BBBB),

and find that the requisite necessity does not exist (CCCC). Even if Article 9(2)

contains a self-judging right for the host state and it would exclude the

application of CIL, the Respondent's invocation of Article 9(2) is still invalid for

its failure to act in good faith (DDDD). Finally, even if the Tribunal decides that

Article 9(2) has been properly invoked, whether by self-judging or by reference

to CIL, it does not free the Respondent from the obligation of compensation (EEEE).

138 Uncontested Facts, ¶23
139 Clarification 83
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A.A.A.A. TheTheTheThe RespondentRespondentRespondentRespondent isisisis notnotnotnot justifiedjustifiedjustifiedjustified totototo invokeinvokeinvokeinvoke self-judgementself-judgementself-judgementself-judgement

105.Article 9(2) of the BIT should be not be interpreted as a self-judging right for the

Respondent since the absence of context, the purpose and object of the BIT, and

general principle of law leaves this elaboration invalid.

106.Firstly, the clause of self-judgement of necessity is contained in some BITs, and a

typical example appears in the US-Russia BIT of 1992, which is also identical

with the terms of this BIT140. However, the US-Russia BIT contains a separate

explicit explanation as a context that its necessity clause is meant to be

self-judging, and that was the consent of both parties141. Furthermore,

international tribunals have made it clear on the invocation of the necessity clause

of a BIT: a necessity clause in an investment treaty without an explicit statement

of intentions from both contracting parties (as a context) should not be taken into

account as the authorization of the self-judging right142. In this case, there is no

explicit declaration as a context in the BIT, therefore the alleged self-judging

right does not exist.

107.Secondly, because of the lack of clarity of Article 9(1), the tribunal under Article

31 of the Vienna Convention is also required to interpret the provision by taking

into account object and purpose of the treaty. International tribunals often review

object and purpose of investment treaties by looking at their preambles143. In this

dispute, the preamble of the BIT declares its objective "to establish favourable

conditions for improved economic co-operation" and "offering encouragement

and mutual protection to investment". This shows that although the investor's

interests often stand opposed against the interests of the host state, the BIT will

140 Policy and Parctice, p.174
141 US-Russia BIt, Protocol ¶8
142 CMS(Award) and Enron (Award), generally
143 Dolzer and Schreuer, p.32
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have a preference in the former since one of the major purposes of the BIT is to

provide protection to foreign investor, and this jurisprudence is widely

accepted144. However, allowing a party to self-exclude its obligations from the

BIT can definitely deprive a BIT of its meaning intended by the preamble and

alter it from the one in the present BIT145, since "If a BIT-party can excuse itself

from BIT obligations at will, then it can be argued that the entire treaty is

illusory--that the parties in fact have bound themselves to nothing more than a

meaningless requirement that they go through a charade of citing national

security. An interpretation that essentially vitiates the entire treaty is an untenable

one146". Therefore, in this case, the Respondent is not justified to invoke Article

9(1) as a self-determination of necessity, since this will exclude the host state

from its obligations, which goes against the object and purpose of the BIT.

108.Thirdly, the Tribunal should note that it is a fundamental principle of law that the

parties may not act as judges in their own causes (nemo iudex in causa sua)147.

This principle was affirmed in international law since 1873, reaffirmed by the

Permanent Court of International Justice in 1925, and developed in 1959 by

multiple ICJ judges148. In this case, if the Respondent is allowed to invoke

self-judgement, it will conduct an obvious violation of this principle.

109.In sum, the absence of context, the object and purpose of the BIT, and general

principle of law leave the Respondent to have no right to self-judgement, thus the

task of the determination of necessity falls to the Tribunal.

B.B.B.B. TheTheTheThe TribunalTribunalTribunalTribunal shouldshouldshouldshould makemakemakemake itsitsitsits determinationdeterminationdeterminationdetermination underunderunderunder bothbothbothboth thethethethe BITBITBITBIT andandandand CILCILCILCIL

110.For the Tribunal to determine whether the requisite necessity exists for invocation

144 Enron (Award), ¶332, and CMS (Award), ¶353-354
145 Enron (Award), ¶332
146 Policy and Parctice, p.176
147 Cheng, p.279
148 Ibid
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of Article 9(2) of the BIT, it should first determine what standard it demands.

Applying Article 31 of the Vienna Convention for interpretational reasons, the

Tribunal should look first to the ordinary meaning of the provision, then to the

object and the purpose of the treaty, and finally to CIL149. Since there is no

explicit statement in the text that Article 9 should be considered self-judging and

because the object and purpose of the BIT can not give more meaning than that

investor protection should be closely guarded, the Tribunal must look to CIL to

fully elucidate of the requirements set by Article 9(2). The necessary

preconditions required for Article 9(2) measures are matched in CIL by the law of

necessity, which are enshrined in Article 25 of the ILC Articles of State

Responsibility. This article is adopted by a number of ICSID tribunal to

determine the necessity state150.

111.It is true that some of these tribunals have been criticized in subsequent

annulment proceedings. However, the Annulment committees have primarily

criticized these tribunals not for their misuse of Article 25, but for choosing to

rely on Article 25 without performing a thorough analysis of the relationship

between the treaty and customary law151. Even so, the Sempra Annulment has

been still heavily criticized since it created a gap between the application of

Article 25 of ILC Articles and the BIT, but scholars noted that the primacy of the

BIT shall not exclude the application of CIL152.

112.Adopting a similar jurisprudence as the former scholars stated, the most recent

annulment is Enron, which is an Article 25-reliant award. In its reasoning, the

committee expressly left open the question of the extent to which customary

international law could inform the necessity provision153. Therefore, under both

many scholars' views and judicial practice, this Tribunal should not hesitate to

149 Vienna Convention, Article 31
150 CMS (Award), ¶315; Enron (Award), ¶303; Sempra (Award), ¶344; Continental Casualty, ¶168
151 CMS (Annulment), ¶131-132, Sempra (Annulment), ¶208
152 See, Singh, for example
153 Enron (Annulment), ¶405
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employ Article 25 to inform this necessity clause as long as it provides a careful

analysis of the relationship between the treaty provision and CIL.

C.C.C.C. TheTheTheThe requisiterequisiterequisiterequisite necessitynecessitynecessitynecessity doesdoesdoesdoes notnotnotnot existexistexistexist

113.Article 25 of ILC Articles construes necessity narrowly. The commentary to

Article 25 states that "necessity will only rarely be available to excuse

non-performance of an obligation and that it is subject to strict limitations to

safeguard against possible abuse154". The text of the Article says that a State may

invoke necessity as a defence for an act not in conformity with an international

obligation only if the six accumulative conditions are satisfied: (i) An "essential"

interest is threatened; (ii) The threat is "grave and imminent"; (iii) The measure

taken is the only way for it to protect that interest; (iv)The action does not

seriously impair an essential interest of the State toward which the obligation

exists, or the international community as a whole; (v) The obligation in question

does not exclude the possibility of invoking necessity; and (vi) The state has not

contributed to the situation of necessity. These requirements need to be

objectively satisfied instead of merely apprehended155.

114.This narrow accumulative construction means that failure to meet even one of

these requirements makes necessity unavailable. However, the Respondent fails

on a particular front: it has not shown that its actions constitute the only way to

protect the peril.

115.The commentary to Article 25 states that necessity cannot be invoked to justify a

response to a peril "if there are other (otherwise lawful) means available, even if

they may be more costly or less convenient." Then it adds that the alternative

options that should be considered are "not limited to unilateral action but may

154 ILCArticles (Commentary), Article 25, ¶2
155 ILCArticles (Commentary), Article 25, ¶15
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also comprise other forms of conduct available through cooperative action with

other State"156. However, in this case, the Respondent has failed to show that its

actions were the only way to protect itself. It has provided no evidence to suggest

that its taking is the only way to reconcile the environment, and actually, FPS has

independently mobilised an emergency response team to work on plugging the

wells and to address environmental damage157. The Government of Sylvania need

not take over the oil well, and it can choose an alternative way, for example, send

an assistant team or some experts to review the plugging and operating works.

116.Even if one adopts the minority position that the state's course of action must not

strictly be the "only" way to protect its security interests158, the respondent party

still has to provide a comprehensive evidence on what challenges it faced and the

range of possible response it has considered, in order to invoke the state of

necessity159. However, the Respondent did not show the evidence that it had

considered a range of possible responses when it faced challenges.

D.D.D.D. EvenEvenEvenEven ifififif thethethethe TribunalTribunalTribunalTribunal findsfindsfindsfinds thatthatthatthat ArticleArticleArticleArticle 9(2)9(2)9(2)9(2) isisisis self-judging,self-judging,self-judging,self-judging, thethethethe RespondentRespondentRespondentRespondent mustmustmustmust

performperformperformperform thisthisthisthis invocationinvocationinvocationinvocation inininin goodgoodgoodgood faithfaithfaithfaith

117.Good faith review, the most deferential standard possible, finds its basis in

established international law160. It has also been advocated by BIT scholars161

and embraced as the standard that would prevail if an essential security clause

were found to be self-judging162.

118.Good faith standard could be said to encompass two basic elements: first,

whether the state has engaged in honest and fair dealing and, second, whether

156 LCArticles (Commentary), Article 25, ¶15
157 Clarification 50
158 LG&E (Decision on liability), ¶239
159 LG&E (Decision on liability), ¶232-242
160 Vienna Convention, Article 26
161 Policy and Practice, p.176; and Burke-White et al., p.56
162 LG&E (Award), ¶212,¶214
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there is a rational basis for the assertion of the Non-Precluded Measures ("NPM")

provision. With respect to the first element, "reliance on a self-judging NPM

exception would pass the honesty and fair dealing prong of the good faith test as

long as there is no obvious and deliberate misuse of it"163. The second element of

a good faith review involves a determination of whether there was a rational basis

for the state's invocation of the NPM clause164.

119.In this case, however, the Respondent has invoked Article 9(2) on the basis of

rumours. This is because that a party acting based on unsubstantial rumours in a

most harsh and injurious manner towards a party to whom it owes an obligation,

without performing any considerations of alternatives, has not performed any sort

of reasonable judgement. This falls below any conceivable reasonable basis.

E.E.E.E. IfIfIfIf ArticleArticleArticleArticle 9(2)9(2)9(2)9(2) cancancancan bebebebe successfullysuccessfullysuccessfullysuccessfully invoked,invoked,invoked,invoked, thethethethe RespondentRespondentRespondentRespondent shouldshouldshouldshould stillstillstillstill bebebebe

requiredrequiredrequiredrequired totototo paypaypaypay compensationcompensationcompensationcompensation

120.Article 9(2) states that a Party may "take measures" necessary to respond to an

essential public-interest concern. It says nothing, however, suggesting that it

gives an exemption to the Respondent party to be free from any compensation. As

pointed out by Professor Alvarez in his expert opinion in Sempra, such a

provision is a "measure not precluded" clause, not a "denial of benefits" clause165.

And looking back to the affirmation by the CDSE tribunal that: "Expropriatory

environmental measures - no matter how laudable and beneficial to society as a

whole..., the state's obligation to pay compensation remains" and "the purpose of

protection of the environment does not alter the legal character of the taking

which adequate compensation must be paid"166. This means, whatever the

measures Respondent may feel are necessary, non-payment of compensation to

163 Fisheries Jurisdiction, ¶54
164 Burke-White et al., p.56
165 Opinion of Alvarez, ¶66-¶68
166 CDSE, ¶111
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an injured investor cannot conceivably constitute a response to a public interest

threat. Therefore, there is no reasonable explanation as to why, even if the

Respondent is permitted by Article 9(2) to take the measures that it has, that it

should not still provide for compensation.

121.At this issue, however, the Respondent did not pay a compensation to the

Claimant to offset its lost in the market value of investment.

122.Conclusively speaking, the Respondent was not allowed to apply for the NPM

provision under the BIT as a defence, nor did it fulfill the requirement of CIL.

And even if it did so, it still need to pay the fair and adequate compensation to the

Claimant.
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PARTPARTPARTPARTTHREE:THREE:THREE:THREE: RESPONSERESPONSERESPONSERESPONSE TOTOTOTOTHETHETHETHE COUNTERCLAIMCOUNTERCLAIMCOUNTERCLAIMCOUNTERCLAIM

I.I.I.I. THETHETHETHE RESPONDENT'SRESPONDENT'SRESPONDENT'SRESPONDENT'S COUNTERCLAIMCOUNTERCLAIMCOUNTERCLAIMCOUNTERCLAIM ISISISIS INADMISSIBLEINADMISSIBLEINADMISSIBLEINADMISSIBLE

123.The Respondent's counterclaim is inadmissible. The counterclaim does not relate

to the subject matter of the main claim (AAAA). Substantive obligations of the

Claimant can not be found under international treaty (BBBB). Even if the Tribunal

finds that Claimant bears its obligations, the Claimant has not acted inconsistently

with its obligations; thus the counterclaim is not justified (CCCC).

A.A.A.A. TheTheTheThe counterclaimcounterclaimcounterclaimcounterclaim doesdoesdoesdoes notnotnotnot relaterelaterelaterelate totototo thethethethe subjectsubjectsubjectsubject mattermattermattermatter ofofofof thethethethe mainmainmainmain claimclaimclaimclaim

124.The Claimant does not dispute the rights of the host state to submit a

counterclaim under Article 5 of the ICC Rules, or the other arbitration rules as

well.

125.However, there is a jurisprudence established by international arbitrations that the

counterclaim must relate to the subject matter of the main claim167. In Iran-US

Claim Tribunal (IUSCT), the arbitral body stated that "established for the purpose

of deciding claims of nationals of the United States against Iran and Claims of

national of Iran against the United States, and any counterclaim which arises out

of the same contract, transaction or occurrence that constitutes the subject matter

of that national's claim168".

126.Therefore, in this case, the jurisdictional requirement of a counterclaim has not

been satisfied because: the subject matter of the main claim is whether the

Respondent party has strictly observed its obligations under the BIT. However,

167 See, Kryvoi, generally
168 Claims Settlement Declaration
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the damages and remedies alleged by the Respondent party do not appear in the

BIT provision. Since the counterclaim does not relate to the treaty, it can not be

involved in the subject matter of the treaty claim.

B.B.B.B. SubstantiveSubstantiveSubstantiveSubstantive obligationsobligationsobligationsobligations ofofofof thethethethe ClaimantClaimantClaimantClaimant cancancancan notnotnotnot bebebebe foundfoundfoundfound underunderunderunder internationalinternationalinternationalinternational

treatytreatytreatytreaty

127.The IUSCT jurisprudence has suggested that jurisdiction over a counterclaim

depends entirely on the presence of jurisdiction over the claim169. And in this

dispute, the claim is present on the basis of treaty, thus the obligation of the

Claimant shall only be found in the Freedonia-Sylvania BIT.

128.Moreover, as a symbol of consent of both Parties, the BIT should be highly

respected by the Tribunal, since the jurisdiction of an Arbitral Tribunal over a

State Party counterclaim under an investment treaty depends primarily on the

terms of provision of the treaty170. Likewise, the provision of treaty shall also be

treated as the primary source of the Claimant's obligation, and in a treaty claim,

this source should be exclusive.

129.However, at this issue, no substantive obligations of the Claimant can be found in

the BIT. Since there is no substantive obligation to qualify the Claimant's actions,

the Respondent's counterclaim shall be invalid and should not be accepted by the

Tribunal.

C.C.C.C. EvenEvenEvenEven ifififif thethethethe TribunalTribunalTribunalTribunal findsfindsfindsfinds thethethethe obligations,obligations,obligations,obligations, thethethethe ClaimantClaimantClaimantClaimant hashashashas notnotnotnot actedactedactedacted

inconsistentlyinconsistentlyinconsistentlyinconsistently withwithwithwith themthemthemthem

130.Even if the Tribunal did broaden the scope and found the safety obligations of the

169 See, e.g. Phillips, p. 146-148
170 AMTO LLC, p.118
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Claimant under Sylvanian domestic law and the Contract - the Medanos License

Agreement, the Claimant has still satisfied its obligations.

131.First and foremost, it is vital to clarify that the safety obligations of the Claimant

is under the old edition of the Oil Polluted Act due to the principle of the stability

of the legal protection required and the contract saying "any modifications of the

terms and conditions of this agreement may only be made by mutual written

consent of the parties171". And the oil safety obligations provides that "there is a

requirement to take all appropriate measures to prevent discharges of oil on

navigable water; and in the event of a discharge, to ensure an immediate and

effective removal of oil on navigable waters172"

132.The Claimant has strictly observed all of the safety obligations: it has

independently mobilized an emergency response team to work on plugging the

wells and to address environmental damage, which should be considered an

immediate removal173; and the Claimant has stopped the oil leak by itself before

the takings and started to cleanup work, which should be taken into account as

"effective"174. In a word, the Claimant has satisfied its obligations thus the

counterclaim is inadmissible.

171 The Agreement, Clause 18
172 Uncontested Facts, ¶5
173 Clarification 49
174 Clarification 50
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PRAYERPRAYERPRAYERPRAYER FORFORFORFOR RELIEFRELIEFRELIEFRELIEF

133.In light of the foregoing, the Claimant respectfully requests this Tribunal to find

that:

(i) this Tribunal has jurisdiction over this dispute;

(ii) the Respondent has materially breached its confidentiality obligations;

(iii) the Respondent violated its obligations under Article 2, 4 of the BIT;

(iv) the Respondent's essential security excuses should be disregarded;

(v) the Respondent's counterclaim is inadmissible.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED ON SEPTEMBER 30, 2011 BY

-----/s/-------

Team Bengzon

On behalf of the Claimant Party,

Freedonia Petroleum LLC
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